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marcOgram
Official Publication of The Montreal Amateur Radio Club Inc. Box 53047 - RPO Dorval, Dorval Quebec H9S 5W4
A MARC Monthly Newsletter

Volume 57, Number 04 January 2012

Next meeting - January 25, 2012
Ragchew and Fleamarket: 19:30, Club meeting: 20:00
Ignatius of Loyola Parish Church
4455 West Broadway (corner of Terrebonne) in N.D.G. - Montreal
(Please enter by the back door)

Cliff, VA2UTC will give a presentation on
The Ethics and Impacts of Modern Technology in Radio Sport.

MARC & WIARC members paying close attention to one of the many excellent presentation.
Congratulation to WIARC for their First Radio Talk 2011
(In the following pages your’ll find pictures of some of the equipment on show)
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DIRECTORS
Club Call Sign:

President:

Club Website: http://www.marc.qc.ca

Paul Iarrera, VE2OFH

Club Email:

Vice President:
Sheldon Werner, VA2SH
Treasurer:
Jim Hay, VE2VE
Membership:
Vernon Ikeda, VE2QQ
Secretary:
George Hedrei, VE2NGH
Directors at Large:
Craig Brander, VE2YGK
Ron Campbell, VA2RJC
Marc-Andre Gingras, VE2EVN
Paul “Mac” MacDougall, VA2YQ
Earl Paris, VE2ESP

Annual Fees are:
GeneralMembers...!

$25.00

Associate Members!

$25.00

White cane members!

$15.00

Family members (per family)
$30.00
The membership year runs from
September 1 to August 31.
Membership received on or after
June 1 commences immediately
and extends through the
subsequent membership year covering a period of up to fifteen
months.
.
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VE2ARC

ve2arc@rac.ca

A Word from The
President.

Repeaters
VE2BG!!

147.06 MHz (+)

Owned and operated by Montreal
Amateur Radio Club. Located on the Point
Claire water tower.
VE2RED!

147.27 MHz (+)

Owned and operated by the Montreal
Amateur radio Club.

Meetings of the Board of Directors
Meetings of the Board of Directors are
open to any member to attend. Board
meetings are held on the first Wednesday
of the month (Sept. to June) at 7:30 PM at
the same venue as the monthly meetings
(see below).
Should you wish to attend one of the
meetings you are welcome. Just speak to
one of the directors before-hand to make
certain that the meeting has neither been
cancelled, nor the location changed.

Club Activities - Monthly
Meetings
Club meetings are held on the last Wednesday
of the month. The meetings will be held in the
Lounge which is the rearmost door on the
South side of the building unless we have reason to hold it in the Parish Hall which is the
first door on the South side of the building. An
informal flea-market and ragchew session
starts at 19:30 with the formal meeting starting
at 20:00. STM buses 51, 162, and 105 stops at
or near the door!

Hello all
Well we are coming up on the last
Wednesday of the month really fast
here and I'm having a hard time
figuring out if I'm having fun, or
just getting old... at any rate, time is
flying and here we are smack dab
into the New Year. I'd like to take
this opportunity to wish you all a
healthful and prosperous 2012.
There is a lot of activity going on
with the MARC board of directors
these days, as we're busy costing
the different options available to us
for the 80th anniversary celebrations which we are planning to
coincide with our hosting of the
RAC AGM . The event(s) will be
held toward the latter half of
September and while it may seem
like there is a lot of time between
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now and then, there isn't and as I've
already noted, time does indeed fly.
The MARC basic qualification
course is once again underway and
we have a promising group of 6
that have signed up and are taking
the course this year. Thanks go out
to Vernon, VE2MBS and Jim,
VE2VE for their organizing and
recruiting efforts. We will keep
you all advised as to the new students progress moving forward.
On the repeater front, there has also
been quite a bit of movement.
Marten Guthrie, VE2WU has
kindly been hosting our VE2RED
repeater at his Covey Hill QTH.
For those of you who may not have
known, this repeater provides good
coverage for a large part of the
Montreal island. The yagi antenna
we're using is sitting up on Marten's tower at approximately 195'
and pointed in our general direction. This repeater is broadcasting
at 147.270 MHz with a positive
offset. If you haven't been on
VE2RED in a while, you may want
to give it a try soon enough as Martin has recently received an Echolink interface board for this system
and is currently in the process of
setting it all up. Jim Hay, VE2VE
who is our club trustee is currently
taking care of registering the new
node and we'll pass the node number and access codes on to club
members as soon as it is ready to
go live. As for VE2BG, there too
we have not been idle. George,
VE2NGH recently received the
spare set of xtals that was ordered
for the clubs spare radio. He says
he'll have to find the time this
spring to tune it up for us so that
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MarcOgram
The MarcOgram is published nine
times per year on the second to last
Wednesday of September through
June, excepting December, by the
Montreal Amateur Radio Club.
Advertising and copy deadline is
one week prior to publication.
Associate Editors.
Sheldon M Werner, VA2SH
va2sh@marc.ca
Ron Campbell, VE2RJ
va2rjc@marc.ca
Articles published in the
MarcOgram may be reproduced
provided credit is given to the
original author and the Montreal
Amateur radio club.
The opinions expressed herein are,
unless otherwise stated, solely
those of the authors concerned, and
not those of the Club, the Directors
or members and do not represent
the policy of the Club
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properly insured rigger to do a bit
of antenna work on the water tower
this spring, so if you know of any
who you might refer to us, please
send an email to the MARC director of your choice so that we may
solicit their bid on the job.
This month's club meeting will be
an interesting one as Cliff,
VA2UTC will be giving us a presentation on The Ethics and Impacts
of Modern Technology in Radio
Sport. I'll look forward to seeing
you all there and if you have yet to
renew your club membership, our
treasurer Jim Hay will be more than
happy to take your money from you
at the next meeting.
73 de Paul VE2OFH

From the Editor’s Desk

we have a drop in replacement unit.
Also last Saturday (the 14th of

Good health, good QSO'ing and
contentment for 2012.

January), Sheldon, VA2SH and
myself made a round trip drive to
Everett Ontario, to visit Bob Morton at Maple Leaf Communications, where we got a great deal on
a new (almost new) 6 cavity duplexer. From the curves Bob
printed out for us, it looks like he
did a real good job tuning it up on
the BG frequencies with an extra
notch, on one of the stronger paging frequencies in the local vicinity.
Again George, VE2NGH will have
to take time out of his busy schedule in order to lead the installation
activities we will have to undertake
at the water tower to get it on line.
We are also looking for a certified,

For those who were at the
November general meeting will
possibly remember that I stood
up and gave a short spiel on the
status and production of the
clubs newsletter, "The marcOgram." Maybe I was a little
harsh on my (and Sheldon's)
views. We have been advertising in this newsletter for several
months regarding assistance in
its publication. In addition to
your two assistant editors, there
are others who volunteer their
time and efforts. Namely Jim
Haye, VE2VE and Vernon
Ikeda, VE2QQ. They receive the
electronic PDF version from us
and then prepare it for electronic
delivery to our on-line members,
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MARC Fundraiser WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT
In order for MARC to reach some of it’s goals, we have decided to re-introduce tadvertising in the marcOgram newsletter. The
rates are as follows:
Business card
$ 5.00 per issue
Quarter page
$ 7.00 per issue
Half page
$12.00 per issue
Full page
$20.00 per issue
The “Marcogram” from September to June, which is nine issues. We also publixh a summer efition during the months of
August/September, which becomes a free month. So we actually publish ten issues. We have a list distribution of about 200
persons. A business card placed for 9 issues would only be $ 40.00. We are asking for all members to family or friends who
have a business to place an ad. You could also advertise a special function.

plus many others. However,
they also print hard copies (at
Jim's expense), package them
into envelopes , attach addresses and take them to the
post office for mailing. A big
effort and very time consuming.
I thus on behalf of all club members
wish to express our thank's for they're
continuing generosity, yes we thank
both of you.
One other outcome of my request at the meeting was the
need for 'proofreaders.' MarcAndre, VE2EVN (he'd already
agreed to assist in this activity)
plus Nora Hague, VE2HAX also
volunteered her service. Just
fantastic both of you (you'll be
getting this shortly)
One last point re: the newsletter.
In its present format we attempt
to provide eight pages (including
cover and final page 'HF Radio'.) Filling the other pages becomes quite a task which
means often we can only produce six or maybe less pages.
We really need some more inputs from our members, you
can't expect the few members
who are involved monthly in the
publication to carry all the burden. Please we need help.
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As a very last note, I suppose
reducing the newsletter to just a
few pages (maybe 4) would be
environmentally friendly, less
tree to chop for our print
copies!!!!
From your 1/2 editor.
Ron, VA2RJC

Call of Titanic Will Go Out
Again:
by the chronicleherald.ca on January 15, 2012.
Re-enactment to pinpoint disaster a
century later: Nearly 100 years ago,
Jimmy Myrick, a 14-year-old Newfoundland boy, was one of the first
people to hear RMS Titanic’s latenight distress call. The
transmissions from the stricken
vessel and the resulting bustle of
activity at the Cape Race Marconi
Station that occurred after Myrick
alerted the station’s wireless operators to the impending disaster will
be re-enacted on April 14 as part of
the 100th anniversary of the
world’s most fascinating marine
tragedies. David Myrick, a relative
of young Myrick and a ham radio
operator, will participate in the reenactment. More than 1,500 passengers and crew went to an icy
grave in the frigid North Atlantic in

the early hours of April 15, 1912,
when the ship sank about 350 nautical miles off of St. John’s, N.L.
"Jimmy Myrick was in the wireless
shed the night of Titanic. He had
to run out of the shed and get the
radio operators," said Larry Daley,
a member of Cape Race-Portugal
Cove South Heritage Inc. A nonprofit group, the organization is
devoted to raising the profile of the
vital role the Cape Race-Portugal
Cove South area played in spreading word of the disaster. The Cape
Race radio station was the first
land-based site to receive word of
the White Star liner’s pending disaster, caused when the famous ship
collided with an iceberg. It relayed
the news by radio to other ships at
sea and to the local telegraph office, which alerted Europe and the
rest of North America. "They were
bombarded that night," Daley said
as he explained how the Newfoundland radio operators sent and
received messages from those participating in the rescue and recovery efforts. The transcripts of those
messages are part of the Titanic exhibit at Halifax’s Maritime Museum of the Atlantic. Many events
are going on around the world
marking the centennial of the Titanic’s sinking, including a commemorative cruise out of SouthmarcOgram - January 2012
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ampton that will retrace the Titanic’s course. When MS Balmoral
reaches the spot where the Titanic
sank, it plans on transmitting a
message to the Cape Race radio
station, where a radio operator
dressed in period clothing will receive the Balmoral’s transmission.

Radio Amateur in 1940
kept track of spy messages
in Morse
It took 35 years for Harry Heap,
G5HF, now 93, to learn the
value of his 'listening in' to Nazis
as a radio amateur in 1940.
The grandfather-of-six was in a
"reserved occupation" working
on devices to neutralise magnetic mines at Chelmsford in
1940.
But in the evenings he settled
down for to track Morse Code
short wave messages punching
across Nazi EUROPE – something he didn't realize until 35
years later.
"Neither we nor the Germans
thought we were going to war
with each other so we were not
listening to them and they were
not spying on us in 1939.
"They had to try and get lots of
spies – mostly criminal prisoners into this country and mainly
through Lisbon.
"Britain did a pretty good job
catching most of them and
many of them turned double
agents, considering internment
here better than jail in Germany.
"But we did not have enough
skilled professionals or the radio
equipment to trace all those
Morse messages, so 15,000
amateurs were recruited.
"We had no idea what we were
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recording but at the end of the
war we got a certificate of appreciation from PO Box 25 Barnet.
"We did not know until 1975 and
the papers were taken off the
secret list what we had been doing and the connection with
Bletchley Park.
"Now they have sent us all
'They also serve' medals,"
Harry, G5HF was chairman of
Chelmsford Amateur Radio Society.

British Columbia QSO Party.
Bonjour!
My name is Rebecca, VA7BEC
and I’m the contest coordinator
for the British Columbia QSO
Party.
I"m writing to you for two reasons.
First, it's getting close to the
annual running of the BC QSO
Party, and I'd like to extend a
hearty invitation to members of
Montreal ARC to join Orca DX
and Contest Club -- the new
sponsor of the BC QSO Party -and stations in British Columbia
in this fun event.
While the sponsor is new, the
objective remains the same: BC
stations can work anyone anywhere, and stations outside BC
have to work VE7/VA7s.
For reference, please find attached the official announcement of the 2012 BCQP. Feel
free to print it out to pass around
at your next meeting, or post it
on your website for easy access
by members of your group.
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The most important things to
know, I guess, would be the
hours of our event -- 1600z Feb
4 to 0400z Feb 5, 2012 UTC -and the exchange -- federal
electoral district for BC stations
and province/state for non-BC
stations.
Please visit
http://orcadxcc.org/bcqp.html for
all the necessary details about
the BCQP, including rules, exchange and multipliers.
Second, according to online
calendars, several US states
are also holding their annual
QSO parties the same weekend, and at your location, participating in one of the other
QSO parties may be the more
logistically attractive option. But
if anyone hears a lonely BC operator calling CQ, CQ, BCQP?
please drop by. We'd be happy
to trade a QSO: one for the QP
you are in, one for us.
I realize that contesting is not
everyone's cup of tea, and that
even among contesters, QSO
parties are often overlooked as
not competitive enough. But
when you present this email
and/or the announcement to
your group, please mention that
the casual and friendly atmosphere of the BCQP presents
certain advantages that the
high-stakes contests cannot.
Namely,
1. The slower pace allows newcomers to ease into the world of
contesting and try out contesting
strategies without irritating op-
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erators who are only interested
in a high score. This is great
practice for Field Day or a RAC
contest.
2. It's great for practicing different modes without the pressure
of an impatient pileup and for
acquiring familiarity with new
logging software or remote operations.
3. It's an excellent opportunity
to hone operating and elmering
skills.
In addition, the QSO party format is more relaxed, allowing for
a bit of chit-chat along with the
exchange for people who don't
particularly like contests. The
BCQP can be a really fun event,
and the more participation there
is, the more fun it will be.
I ran with the previous sponsor's
callsign last year and made 400
Qs in 12 hours -- not bad for a
QSO party, in contesting terms
-- plus I had some nice chats
with operators in other QSO
parties and attracted some surprise DX (South Africa, Brazil
and Antarctica!!). The day was
much more enjoyable than I
thought it would be.
Please join Orca DXCC in
BCQP 2012. We’ll have a whale
of a good time.
73 Rebecca VA7BEC
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PO Box 67063-Lemoyne
St-Lambert, Quebec
J4R 2T8
tel/fax :450-671-3773
sans frais - toll free in Canada
1-800-463-3773
email : info@radiohf.ca
Specialists in shortwave radio, scanners, amateur
radio, FRS/GMS, CB radio, antennas, accessories
Les spécialistes en radio ondes courtes, balayeurs
d'ondes, radio-amateur, dispositifs radio domestiques (DRD/GMS), la bande publique (CB), an-

SHORTWAVE & AM/FM RADIOS / RADIOS ONDES COURTES & AM/FM
A.O.R., ALINCO, GRUNDIG/ETON, ICOM, JRC, S.G.C., YAESU
SCANNERS / BALAYEURS D'ONDES
A.O.R., ALINCO, ICOM, UNIDEN/BEARCAT, WINRADIO
AMATEUR RADIO / RADIO-AMATEUR
ALINCO, ICOM, KENWOOD, RANGER, S.G.C., YAESU
CITIZENS BAND (CB) / BANDE PUBLIQUE (CB)
ASTATIC, COBRA, GALAXY, K40, MACO, PARADYNAMICS, RANGER, ROAD NOISE, SHAKESPEARE, SOLARCON/ANTRON, UNIDEN, VALOR/PRO-AM, WILSON, WORKMAN
FRS & GMRS TWO WAY RADIOS / FRS ET GMRS PORTATIFS UHF
COBRA, GARMIN, ICOM, MOTOROLA
ANTENNAS / ANTENNES
ALPHA DELTA, ARROW, BUTTERNUT, COMET, COMPROD, CUBEX, CUSHCRAFT, DIAMOND,
FIRESTICK, FORCE 12, HUSTLER, HYGAIN, ISOTRON, LARSEN, MALDOL, MFJ,
MIRACLE ANTENNA, OUTBACKER, PRYME, RADIOWAVZ, TENNADYNE,
VALOR/PRO-AM, WORKMAN
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS / PRODUITS SPECIALISES
AMERITRON, ASTRON, BENCHER, CONNECT QUICK, DAIWA, D.C.I., GARMIN, GEOCRON,
HEIL, KANTRONICS, KIWA ELECTRONICS, L.D.G., MAGELLAN, MAHA, MFJ, MIRAGE, NYE VIKING, OPTOELECTRONICS, OREGON SCIENTIFIC, PALOMAR, PALSTAR,
PRYME, RF CONCEPTS, R.F. SYSTEMS, RIGBLASTER, S.G.C., TIMEWAVE, UNADILLA,
VECTRONICS, VIBROPLEX, WEST MOUNTAIN RADIO
PUBLICATIONS / PUBLICATIONS
AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE (ARRL), ARTSCI, BAYLIN PUBLICATIONS, BILLBOARD
(WRTH), CQ, CRB, HIGHTEXT, IBS (PASSPORT), KLINGENFUSS, KRAUSE, LOOMPANICS, NATIONAL RADIO CLUB, RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK, RADIO AMATEURS DU QUEBEC, SCHIFFER BOOKS, SONORAN, TAB, TIARE

NATURE BOOKS / LIVRES DE LA NATURE

SIBLEY GUIDES, PETERSON FIELD GUIDES, NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
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